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Abstract: This article is a scientific analysis of Alisher Navoi's views on speech culture and communication etiquette, and the author has tried to summarize all the views expressed in this area. That is, based on the observation of Alisher Navoi's views on the qualities of good speech in his works, he proved with examples that the meaning of the word “fasohat” (eloquence) is closer to the concept of speech culture, language culture.
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1. Introduction

In the history of our millennial culture, there are countless masterpieces of fine art, which are the product of the artistic genius of our people. Many of them, as magnificent monuments of the depth of Turkish thought and the infinity of imagination, are snowing in the net of the ganjina of world art [3, P.25].

Eloquent speech means following the rules of correct pronunciation, having a sound and tone appropriate to meaningful speech and expression. All of these are calls for people to master the language perfectly, to use it correctly and effectively, to direct speech to noble goals.

Alisher Navoi, speaking of eloquent speech, paid great attention to the pronunciation, sound and tone acceptability, which is the means and form of its emergence, and stressed that they should correspond to the purpose and function of speech. Navoi repeatedly stressed the importance of pronunciation of words, the tone of speech. The point is that clear pronunciation serves to say words in full form, especially to distinguish words in homonymous and paronymic form according to their meaning, so that the listener can quickly understand such words. Also, a clear, accurate pronunciation, soft, gentle tone, rhetorical, uplifting tone in the right places attracts the attention of the listener, and even fascinates him when reading works of art. Therefore, in the pages of his works, Navoi focused on the issue of pronunciation and melody.

2. Main part

In the "Explanatory Dictionary of Alisher Navoi's works" the word fasohat (فصاحت) is interpreted as follows: fasohat (فصاحت) - the word is open, clear, beautiful and in accordance with the rules [2, p.335]. In another dictionary, it is written that the notion of the beauty of style is pleasing. (Dictionary of Navoi Works, p. 636). The definitions of the word fasohat (فصاحت) have certain differences. For example, in “Farhangi zaboni tochiki” fasohat (فصاحت) is interpreted as a burr of language, clarification of thought, narration [4, p.425]. The authors used the word sukhan (سخن) (سخن) means speech, word [4, p.232]. However, in the interpretation of the word sukhan (سخن), in addition to the meaning of the word, it is also correct to interpret it as a speech, a conversation [1, p.89].

In the "Explanatory dictionary of the Uzbek language" the word fasohat (فصاحت) is interpreted as follows: "The ability to speak beautifully and pleasantly, the clarity and fluency of speech" [5, p.334].

Based on the observation of Alisher Navoi's views on the qualities of good speech, we understand that the meaning of the word eloquence (فصاحت) is closer to the concept of speech culture, language culture.

Alisher Navoi spoke extensively about the positive factors that give rise to eloquent speech and paid special attention to linguistic factors. These are:

1. Speech should be colorful and rich in expressions. One of the positive features of speech is being expressive. A good, expressive word has a positive effect on the listener when he hears it. Navoi expresses this concept in the word puberty ( فلاحت کوش):
The diversity of speech requires the use of linguistic means in it. In diversity, the poet considers both the content of the speech and the colorful linguistic means of expressing it. This means that speech should be colorful in both content and form.

Word use varies according to speech style and genres. According to Navoi, the use of the word in poetic and prose speech differs:

The poet does not appreciate a poem written without meaning, that is, those who do not have a deep understanding of the meaning of the word. He evaluates their works in the eyes of the people:

While the great writer spoke of being attentive to language, this notion interpreted demand in the following words:

Dottedness – subtle insight, deep thinking:

It is necessary to choose the means from the language that correspond to the idea to be expressed in the speech and to use them in accordance with the linguistic features and rules of the language. “The correct expression of the structure and structure of thought can be said to be the basis of the logic of speech” [3.p.116]. Alisher Navoi believes that a person who is fluent in the language should be able to adapt to the content of speech, to express ideas correctly and to choose and use appropriate language tools, following the rules of language. Eloquent speech should be in accordance with the rules of language:
In this regard, Navoi describes the speech of King Garib Mirza, son of Hussein Boykarz:

Қаю шаҳзода ул кони маъҳomat,
Такаллум вақти дарёйи фасоҳат.

(Qayu prince is a source of beauty
In the time of price like a river of eloquence ) (“Farhod and Shirin ,” p. 461)

5. In speech, it is appropriate to use elegant words as required by the idea. Navoi writes that it is necessary to use subtle, elegant and touching words in speech and to express deep, profound thoughts through them. The following words used in the poet's works are used in connection with such a delicate and elegant definition of speech:

**Fine dialect** (فاژوkd شیوه) – subtle words: “Mawlana Muhammad Amili was a gentleman and said subtle words”. (“Majolis un-nafois ” , p.54)

In “Nasayim ul-Muhabbat” and “Majlis un-nafois”, some people evaluate their speech according to the stated requirement: “Abulqasim Hakim Samarkandiy q.t.s. His name is Ishaq ibn Muhammad Ismail. Abu Bakr spoke with Warraq. He has good words. In dealing and in the unseen of lust and in the calamity of deeds”. (“Nasayim ul-muhabbat ”, p. 87); “At that moment, I turned the pen into a diamond with the zikr on the face” . (“Nasayim ul-muhabbat ” , p.480

**Nuqtapardozlig** (نکته پردازلیغ) – Ability to say deeply meaningful words: “This kind of attention and punctuation of the humoyun tab will not be completed for years to come.”. (“Majlis un-nafois ”, page 210; “Explanatory Dictionary of the Language of Alisher Navoi's Works”, Volume II, page 489)

Navoi believes that the use of elegant words in speech is equally appropriate for both speaking and writing:

**Homai durbor** (خاّمہ دوربار) – delicate, elegant words writer pen: “He is the one whose pearls have made this name a pearl, and he is the one whose pearls have been scattered from his crown.”. (“Nazm ul-javohir ”, p. 129; “Explanatory Dictionary of the Language of Alisher Navoi's Works”, Volume II, page 410)

Navoi describes the words of Khusrav Parvez's minister Buzurg Ummid to Mehinbonu as follows:

Садафдек чунки оғзин очқай охир,
Ҳадис ўрниға гавҳар сочқай охир.

(Like a pearl because the mouth is open at the end
The hadith is replaced by a pearl )  (“Farhod and Shirin ,” p. 287)

Eloquent speech should follow the rules of pronunciation, the speech should have a sound, tone appropriate to the content and expression. It should be noted that the purity of a person's speech is one of the indicators of his spiritual-enlightenment, linguistic-cultural level.

Alisher Navoi, speaking of eloquent speech, paid great attention to the acceptability of pronunciation, sound and tone, which is the means and form of its emergence, and stressed that they
should correspond to the purpose and function of speech, and repeated these criteria. The point is that clear pronunciation helps to pronounce words in full form, especially to distinguish words in homonymous and paronymic forms according to their meaning, so that the listener can quickly understand such words. Also, a clear, accurate pronunciation, soft, gentle, and where appropriate, rhetorical, uplifting tone will capture the listener’s attention and even captivate him. For this reason, Navoi in the pages of his works has focused on the issues of pronunciation and melody. To confirm this idea, we cite words and phrases that express the concepts of pronunciation and tone:

**Pronunciation**

– In Navoi’s works, the word means to speak, to tell, to say: "And every "to" is still silent, if it falls in the middle of the byte and enters the pronunciation, each of them enters into by knowing his nickname.". ("Mezon ul-avzon ", page 61; “Explanatory Dictionary of the Language of Alisher Navoi's Works”, Volume III, page 171)

**Ado**

– in the sense of pronunciation, meaning, word, phrase:

"...I can't translate this book into Turkish and I can solve this problem more clearly? – I thought”. ("Nasayim ul-muhabbat ", p. 12). "He had a good tongue in this science." (Nasayim ul-muhabbat, p. 164)

**Anfoss**

– one of the meanings of this word is sound, tone, speech:

 workaround апфоси шакррез айлади,

Ул шакарни нуктамеез айлади.

(Hudhud sound turned into sugarcane

He turned the sugar into a dot


Navoi believes that one of the factors that enhances the effectiveness of speech and gives it beauty is the beautiful pronunciation of words and sentences. This view is reflected in the author's poems about Nizami:

Койили хуш каломи зебогўй,
Ки, бу майдон элдин элити гўй.

(His beautiful words are beautiful

(He was from people of this area) (" Sab'ai Sayyar ", page 36;


The author describes Dilrom in the epic "Sab'ai Sayyar" and praises her language and eloquence as follows:

Лаби сўз дерда элдин олиб жон,
Лабларин чун кўруб уёлиб жон.

(The word lip is a pain in the heart

I'm ashamed to see your lips ) ("Sab'ai Sayyar, p.97)

**Mahraj**


Navoi believes that in the process of speech it is necessary to choose polite words, to pronounce politely:

Ани истаб яна қошиға доим,

Бафо имвиз сўзлар деб муолийим.

(Aways on the brow again wanting it

The words of the faithful are gentle ) ("Farhod and Shirin, ”p. 308)

**Un**

– sound, tone: "Sha'vona. He was from Ajam and used to sit with Ubullah. And it was good that he was there and he was preaching knowingly”. ("Nasaiym ul-muhabbat ", p.484); “The sheikh became famous and unstable in heaven.” ("Nasaim ul-muhabbat", p.165); “One of Khoja's perfections was the memorization of Qur'an and the


“... this chemical work is a testament to the grace of God”. (“Nasaim ul-muhabbat “, p. 12; "Explanatory Dictionary of the Language of Alisher Navoi's Works", p. 140) The poet evaluates the words of some speakers and celebrities in terms of their power. “Abu Nasr Nujayd, his word, by default, is more effective than words and reaches quickly”. (“Nasayim ul-muhabbat “, p.159); “Mevlana Muhzi, and he is the modern preacher”. (“Nasayim ul-muhabbat “, p.436); “Xoja Muayyad Mehna, his breath in the sermon is very effective, his actions in the sky are very effective”. (“Nasayim ul-muhabbat “, p.442)

The sharpness and expressiveness of the speech can be so great that it melts even the stone, as Navoi has repeatedly said in his works. For example, when the person who brought the news of Majun's arrival to Layli heard his speech, all the grief in his heart, in Navoi's language, dissipated, that is, it melted:

Лайли чу анинг сўзин эшитти, Кўнгли темурин дами эритти.

(Layli and Majnun,"p192)

6. Speech should be powerful enough to influence the listener. To do this, the words must come from the heart: “... this chemical work is a testament to the grace of God”. (“Nasaim ul-muhabbat “, p. 12; "Explanatory Dictionary of the Language of Alisher Navoi's Works", p. 140) The poet evaluates the words of some speakers and celebrities in terms of their power. “Abu Nasr Nujayd, his word, by default, is more effective than words and reaches quickly”. (“Nasayim ul-muhabbat “, p.159); “Mevlana Muhzi, and he is the modern preacher”. (“Nasayim ul-muhabbat “, p.436); “Xoja Muayyad Mehna, his breath in the sermon is very effective, his actions in the sky are very effective”. (“Nasayim ul-muhabbat “, p.442)

The sharpness and expressiveness of the speech can be so great that it melts even the stone, as Navoi has repeatedly said in his works. For example, when the person who brought the news of Majun’s arrival to Layli heard his speech, all the grief in his heart, in Navoi’s language, dissipated, that is, it melted:

Лайли чу анинг сўзин эшитти, Кўнгли темурин дами эритти.

(Layli heart his words)

And melted even iron heart  (“Layli and Majnun,”p192)

3. Conclusion

Hence, the notion of the etiquette and culture of speech, the considerations of the requirements and norms of exemplary, eloquent speech, has an ancient history. But in the past, our ancestors understood the culture of speech mainly as a speech etiquette and considered it as one of the means of educating a person whose speech morality is perfect in all respects. The main criteria of speech etiquette were considered to be kind words, truthful words, honesty, meaningful and beautiful, effective speech.
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